Ronisha Howard (President)
and Goodwill Obieze (VP)
#SuitUpForChange means that during our
term, Roni and Goodwill wants students to
be more open minded and inclusive on and
off campus. We can do this by creating a
safer campus community, increasing
minimum wage for campus jobs, tackling
parking issues, Campus Restructuring
Awareness, and many other issue that we
may not be aware about. Together we can
#SuitUpForChange by providing an open
space for all student to discuss issues
concerning our campus. Which is why we
believe that through our various
leadership role, Interpersonal skills,
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Flexibility, Communication skills, and
involvement we are the best, qualified
candidate for the Office of President and
Vice President.

OSA Election Commission

Brett Spangler (President)
and Chase Reljic (VP)

Brian Carter (President) and
Andrew Mertins (VP)

OSA Senators
Anton Sederquist

We’re running for President and Vice President
because we want to continue to advocate for
students. Our main focuses will be making
campus safer and more inclusive, as well as
fixing the parking system. In addition, this
next year will be really important for UWO
students, and students deserve leaders with
experience during this time. Our combined five
semesters of experience in OSA, and the fact
that Brett is the current Vice President, mean
that we can listen to students’ needs and
begin to help right away. Lastly, in order to
make sure that UWO students are getting the
dedicated leadership they deserve, we will
quit our current jobs so that helping students
is our full-time priority.

I’m running because with all that’s going on
Student Government at UW Oshkosh has
become a privileged wheel of influence that
has forgotten its true purpose – serving the
student body. Students at large are in the

around campus and system wide, I believe that
this student body needs strong representation
in its government, and I believe that I am
more than capable of being just that.

Jacob M. Banfield

dark, however it’s our money that is being
wasted, and our sensitivities that are being
ignored. OSA has become more irrelevant and
ineffective than ever before. We do not intend
to stop this privileged wheel and turn it in a
different direction, but we intend to break the
wheel. We are students who desire to serve.

I’m running for OSA Senate to be a

We have no private agenda but have decided

conservative voice for students. I would like

once again to use our platforms to improve our

to further improve my leadership skills by

campus community. Our team’s experiences

doing so and get to know more of my fellow

are extensive. Not only as servant leaders in

Titans. The primary issues that affect

our University community but in other areas of

students are parking inconsistencies, meal

our lives. We have learned patience, gained

plan issues, freedom on campus,

resilience, and also strong strategic thinking
which is needed for this job.

accountability, and fiscal responsibility.

